Policy folklists present a set of alleged historical facts seen as relevant to some social issue. Although the validity of these folklists is dubious, leaders and writers circulate them in the media, variants arise, and the lists continue on, sometimes for decades. Folklists are repeated because their messages are appealing and their users are credible. Because folklists are on the record, we can examine their origins and changes. This report draws an analogy with evolutionary theory and suggests that biological mechanisms of self-repair, boundary maintenance, plasticity, speciation, and predation have significant interpretations for folklists, and clarify how the lists win the credence of otherwise skeptical people.
Examples of Policy Folklists
The Statistics of War List. In 1996 Donald Kagan, a classicist at Yale, testified before the House Committee on National Security (5) . Those hoping for permanent peace have forgotten that war is ingrained in civilization, he argued. "In 1968 Will and Ariel Durant calculated that there had been only 268 years free of war in the previous 3,421." Kagan had given the 268-y-of-peace count in his 1995 book, On the Origins of War (6) . Other prominent people took this "fact" from him and repeated it, including Secretary of Defense William Cohen (7) , Secretary of the Navy Donald Winter (8) , and Richard Cheney (9) , and among the critics of American policy, Noam Chomsky (10) and New York Times reporter Chris Hedges (11). Kagan's number appears in several recent college texts on international relations.
There are reasons to suspect Kagan's claim. His source was a sentence in the Durants' Lessons of History (12) , which was part of an 11-volume history of the world. Is it plausible that the Durants spent an immense amount of time to find the dates of each war just to add a single sentence? The Durants do in fact state the 268-y figure but do not say it is their own. They give no source. Two facts make it less likely still that the Durants did the research: their book appeared in 1965 but Fulton Sheen had used the same count on his television show in the early 1950s (13) , and back in 1935 Douglas MacArthur had included it in a speech to World War I veterans (14) . Who came up with the number if not the Durants? The Guinness Book of World Records (15) reported the number was from a Swiss scholar, Jean-Jacques Babel. A wide search of library catalogs, including the Swiss National Library, turned up only one person by that name and he was a physiologist. Archbishop Sheen ascribed it to "a learned professor of Brussels" (13) .
Other counts of war-free years have appeared. In 1990 William Hawkins, Director of the Hamilton Center for National Strategy, wrote, "A 1984 study by the Norwegian Academy of Sciences determined that since 3600 BC there have been 14,531 wars with only 292 years of peace over the entire span of the 5,584 years studied" (16) . This quotation is promising-more detail, including a source and date-except that at a 1982 banquet in Moscow, Premier Leonid Brezhnev stated that mankind has survived 15,000 wars but must never allow a nuclear war to happen (17) . Brezhnev was announcing the study's results 2 y before it was done.
Many writers conjoin the war-free years with other numbers, producing a policy folklist. These include the ideas that there were 14,531 wars in which 3.6 billion people died, 1,696 arms races, and 8,397 peace treaties. The treaties lasted on average 2 y before the signers broke them, and only 10 generations among the last 185 have seen no war. The exact values change from one appearance to another but usually stay the same magnitude.
Dutch conflict researchers Berto Jongman and Hans van der Dennen (18) traced the peace treaty and war-free years numbers back to a tract published in Paris in 1864 (19) . The author was developing a somewhat eccentric theory of society using Benjamin Franklin's work on electricity, with wars as the negative pole and peace treaties as the positive. It is clear that no data lay behind the war-free years number and the author had made it up.
The question of the number's accuracy is moot. Neither the author nor later users specified what was meant by a "war," and one cannot assign a precise count to a fuzzy category. Did the Viking raids on Ireland constitute a war? How about pogroms or riots? If rivals stop fighting then start again, how many wars is that? If a bona fide war is only between states, what counted as a "state" before the era of diplomatic recognition? The claim turns on a prototypical scenario where recognized international states declare a recognized war on each other to give it a clear beginning, fight, then sign a treaty, and stop to give it a clear ending.
The problem is deeper than failing to report one's definition; it is that the concept cannot be made into a precise category at all. If someone tells me that 32.8% of Norwegian adults are "tall," I do not understand his meaning but I recognize that he could clarify it for me by giving his cut-offs for age and height. However, if he adds that 11.2% of Norwegians are "important," I see this as hopelessly empty. "Important" has so many facets, almost all of them unmeasurable, that there is no way to operationalize it and determine a statistic.
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This article is a PNAS Direct Submission. Even if we had an operational definition of a war we have no records covering that time span. Did combatants in some corner of the world settle their dispute by December of 2068 B.C. or did it spill over into January 2067 B.C. and ruin another war-free year?
Searching books.google, one finds over 800 works reporting numbers from this constellation. Their authors failed to notice the problems in defining the concept or conducting the historical research.
Traits of a Policy Folklist. The Statistics of War List circulates among the elite largely through the written media but it shares two properties with oral folklore: it appears in different versions and its users are unaware of its source. Like folkloric material, the list has survived by adapting to its environment. Sometimes it has justified pacifism, sometimes preparing for war, or even-in the late 19th century-going to war. The list's environment is the skeptical minds of intellectuals, a harsh one given its dubious foundation, but it survives nonetheless.
There are various historical folklists, some giving rules that a certain group was to follow, such as Lenin's Ten Commandments for communist revolutionaries, the quaint blue laws for New England Puritans, or a strict set of rules for school teachers during the 1870s. Others are lists of quotations, such as Lincoln's 10 injunctions on the limits of government. I will focus on items that share these features: (i) they take a list form; (ii) they relate to a current policy issue; (iii) they allege specific historical facts, in contrast to generalities like "If you want peace, prepare for war"; (iv) they have continued over several decades or more; (v) they appear in different versions; (vi) they are transmitted significantly through written media: books, articles, newspapers, posters, fliers in mass mailings, websites, and so forth; (vii) they are believed and circulated by leaders and intellectuals; and (viii) the lists' users accept them despite having strong reasons to question their validity.
There is a synergy among three requirements: that the folklist must be written, relevant to policy, and believed by the elite. Folktales or folksongs with storylines rely on our memory but each of their components leads causally to the next one and helps us recall it. Memorizing an unordered list is harder. If the list arises regularly in our lives we can add structure artificially with a mnemonic, such as a sentence or word matching its initials letters ("HOMES" for the five Great Lakes), or the rhymes that help us remember the alphabet or the number of days in each month. For most lists, however, the items must be written down or they will start dropping out. Lists are to writing as stories are to speech. Goody (20) notes that the first applications of written alphabets were lists: of inventories, payments, tributes, and so forth.
A folklist's written form allows us to collect many examples. Often a specimen gives a citation to its source, as if a fossil were telling us where its ancestor is buried. Different versions show how it changes through different political environments.
According to requirement viii (that list users accept them, despite their questionable aspects), I exclude items that are false but were reasonable to believe given what the user knew at the time: for example, that the planets in the solar system include Pluto. To require users' credulity makes the cases more informative on how we can avoid being tricked. It also means that the repeaters were probably not consulting reality but were taking their claims from others, so the list's spread becomes a social event.
The requirement that the lists have historical content gives them a common theme, that the past holds lessons for the present. Sometimes the lists are jeremiads lamenting society's decline, and sometimes "paeans to progress" celebrating how far we have come. Sometimes the lists simply add historical context, as with the Statistics of War.
The School Discipline Lists. This example touches our worries for our children's safety. In 1990 Harvard's president Derek Bok told the Harvard Club, "I have been fascinated by the surveys I have read lately. In 1945, when they first started taking surveys, teachers said that some of the top reasons they were having problems teaching in the classrooms were whispering, gumchewing, running in the halls, and dressing sloppily. Now they say the problems are physical assault, teen pregnancy, drug abuse and teens carrying deadly weapons" (21) .
This widespread folklist comprises two sets of discipline problems (22) . Typically, seven milquetoast problems from the old days are contrasted with seven appalling ones from modern times. The most common old offenses are talking out of turn, chewing gum, making noise, running in the halls, cutting in line, dress code infractions, and littering, whereas the new ones are drug abuse, alcohol abuse, pregnancy, suicide, rape, robbery, and assault. The year of the newer survey often moves forward to stay in the recent past. The user may cite some well-known institution, such as CBS News, the Wall Street Journal, or CQ Researcher as having performed the surveys, but none of these in fact did the research; they were just passing the folklists on from some previous "source." A brief reaction is often added: for example, "What are our children being taught?" or "How times have changed!" An originating document for the School Discipline Lists was a 1981 book on school administration, among whose authors was Max Rafferty, politician and educator, opponent of sex education, busing, and progressive education, known for his forceful rhetoric (23) . The book attributed the 1940s list to an unnamed "great American educator" and the new problems to a 1978 article in the teachers' magazine Phi Delta Kappan (24) . In fact the Kappan article had indicated that the new items were from a crime survey sent to school principals. The items were the questions asked rather than the answers given; they were serious crimes only because those were what the researchers chose to study. A survey of simple discipline problems made that same year found the top three to be skipping class, absence from school, and tardiness, quite like the depiction of 1940s schools (25) . When teachers were given an explicit opportunity to complain about crimes they still came up with innocent items (26) .
Their issues of validity are clear from the lists themselves, aside from any outside contrary evidence. Do pregnancy and rape really belong on the doorstep of school teachers, rather than parents, police, churches, social service agencies, or legislators? What could be the common question to which the two lists are the answers? Is "suicide" a discipline problem?
A crucial event in the list's spread was putting the old and new items in parallel. This was the work of Cullen Davis, an heir to a Texas oil fortune who, after being acquitted of a double murder, converted to fundamentalist Christianity (27) . Davis circulated the lists privately within his community, especially among those campaigning for school reform. In its early versions, the 1940s list had 7 items and the modern one had 18 to 20, but in 1987 after a series of republishings, columnist George Will (28) trimmed the items to seven versus seven and brought them into the mainstream debate on education.
Users of the list have been on the left, center, and right: Secretary of Education William Bennett, writer Anna Quindlen, First Lady Barbara Bush, Stanford psychologist Albert Bandura, Senator John McCain, Surgeon General Joycelyn Elders, actor Tom Selleck, the Reverend Billy Graham, and many other prominent people. In 1993 the lists were quoted 10 times on the floor of the House and Senate and they continue to appear in works criticizing public education (22) .
The Cabbage Memo List. The Cabbage Memo List targets government regulation. In 1943 a California businessman gained a monopoly on cabbage seed and the US Office of Price Administration responded by limiting its price. Normal procedure called for all important terms to be defined; the regulation said that cabbage seed was "seed used to grow cabbage." The Reader's Digest ridiculed this as bureaucratic pedantry (22) . Versions soon focused not on the definition but on the regulation's length, usually said to be 26,911 words, a 10-fold exaggeration. The word count was incorporated into a jeremiad contrasting then and now. For example, in 2005 Representative Todd Tiahrt (R-Kansas) told the US House of Representatives, "Not long ago, FDIC Vice Chairman John M. Reich said that there are 65 words in the Lord's Prayer, 286 words in the Gettysburg Address, 1,322 words in the Declaration of Independence, and 26,911 words in the federal regulation governing the sale of cabbages" (29) .
When World War II ended the Cabbage Memo List waned, but opposition to Korean War price regulation revived it (30) . The list spread to Europe with worries about the power of Brussels. In April 1977 on the CBS Evening News, Walter Cronkite reported that a speaker at a London food conference had stated that the Lord's Prayer had 56 words, the Ten Commandments 297, the Declaration of Independence 300, "but a European Common Market directive on the export of duck eggs runs 26,911 words" (31). Other versions refer to foghorns, soybeans, caramel, or cigarettes, but whatever its subject, the regulation's length is usually 26,911 words. The list is widespread; a recent text for business schools cites it as factual (32) .
The Civilian Casualties List. In 1955 physicist Max Born joined Linus Pauling, Albert Einstein, Marie Curie, Bertrand Russell, and other Nobel laureates in a manifesto against nuclear weapons and war. In 1963, Born expressed his worries again in a German arts and sciences review, "In World War I, the total number of killed was approximately 10 million, 95 per cent of whom were soldiers and five per cent civilians. In World War II, over 50 million were killed, comprising almost equal numbers of soldiers and civilians . . . During the war in Korea, of the nine million dead, 84 per cent were civilians and only 16 per cent soldiers" (33, translation in ref. 34) . It has become a fairy tale, Born concluded, to think that one dies heroically in war for the sake of one's wife and child. He gave no source for his figures.
Later users deleted the absolute numbers of deaths but left the percentages of civilians, making it a single series of rising values. Certain of the figures were adjusted, a percentage for the Vietnam War was added, and many recent versions include the claim that over 90% of war causalities are now civilians. The figures have appeared in many United Nations publications, especially from UNICEF and the UN Development Project.
The list's credibility suffers from its lack of sources and the undefinability of "deaths in war." If the 1918-1919 influenza epidemic or the 1921 Russian famine were attributed even in part to World War I, the 5% figure would jump. The idea that 5% of the deaths were civilians has no basis in the first place. Civilian casualty numbers are political weapons and even conscientious sources differ greatly in their counts; there is vast disagreement about the number of Chinese civilians killed during World War II and even the death toll in Hiroshima. In guerrilla wars, the civilian/military distinction becomes more ambiguous. Like the Statistics of War, the Civilian Casualty List gives precise values for quantities that are undefinable or unknowable.
The One-Vote-Counts List. A longstanding claim is that the Continental Congress barely chose English over German as America's official language. The resolution passed by a single vote, sometimes said to have been cast by Benjamin Franklin, sometimes by Frederick Muhlenberg, a German-American legislator portrayed either as a wise patriot or a "proud fool" (35) , depending on the writer's ethnic loyalties. Sometimes the rejected language was Greek (36) 
Historian Norman Davies asserted an unusual variant: that the vote was held during the US Civil War (37) . In the middle of a devastating conflict would Congress consider switching to a different language? The nearest truth seems to have involved two separate proposals during the early republic, one in Pennsylvania and the other in the federal Congress, to print copies of certain statutes in German, but this is far short of making German "the" official language. In a coincidence that worsened the confusion, Muhlenberg presided over both debates (38) .
The German-as-the-official-language claim is incorporated into a policy folklist by conjoining it with several other alleged one-vote victories. A recent college text on American government (39) Other supposed single-vote margins gave Oliver Cromwell control of England, beheaded Charles I, admitted Texas to the Union, and chose Hitler as leader of the Nazi Party. The moral is that citizens should get out and vote.
Biological Analogies
An analogy maps one situation onto another. The first situation is better understood but the second is the subject of our interest, and the mapping helps us draw inferences about the latter (40) . The individual elements of the two domains may be very different; the solar system provides an analogy for electrons revolving around an atomic nucleus, and it is no objection that electrons are far smaller than planets. A solid analogy needs only similarity in the structure of the relationships. According to experimental studies of analogies' effectiveness, it is especially important to preserve causal relationships; if process A causes B in the source domain, then the corresponding elements should do the same in the target. Racing cars going around a circular track would be a poor analogy for the solar system because they are not kept on the track by any central force.
Here the source is biological evolution and the target is the dynamics of folklists. Our approach is to take the analogy fully seriously and try to follow it as closely as possible. This approach will force us to see the points where the domains are structurally different. The analogy will use the following mapping:
An individual organism corresponds to a single token of the folklist: that is, its appearance in a particular copy of a book or newspaper or on someone's television screen. Just as an organism has a boundary, there must be some way to distinguish the folklist from the rest of the presentation. It will be argued that its list format helps define its boundaries.
The many cultural applications of evolutionary theory had to decide what corresponds to a gene. Here an organism's "genotype" will map to a list's semantic content; for example, the proposition that there have been so many wars and so many years of peace, and so forth. The semantic content includes the claimed source: that it was the Durants who found this number. An organism's phenotype maps to the phrasing of the content (as "292 years of peace. . ." or "292 war-free years . . .," whether the school offenses are numbered, and so forth) The interpretation of mutation is then a change in the list's alleged facts.
"Reproduction" maps to a reader repeating the list. "Sex" corresponds to a reader combining two or more versions, but this happens only rarely in our domain. Awareness that others are citing the list may give someone more confidence to repeat it, but most users copy their list from a single source. Accordingly, different "species" cannot be defined as uncombinable categories, but are matters of degree measured by dissimilarity.
"Lifespan" corresponds to the time interval in which a token of the list can reproduce itself. How long does it survive either in print or in the user's memory? "Biological development," the change between birth and reproduction, seems to have no analog.
A "predator organism" maps to a coherent refutation that contradicts the list and tends to stop its retransmission. It too is seen as a reproducing organism in that it passes from one debunker to another. Predation threatens the list token's reproduction in the sense that if the refutation succeeds, the reader will not believe the list or repeat it. A disanalogy is that the user may later revert to believing the list and it may reproduce again.
An organism's "reproductive fitness" maps to a list token's rate of begetting descendants, perhaps adjusted by their productivity of generating further fit descendants, where this measure is assessed for the environment in which the token and its descendants appear. Reproductive fitness depends on credibility, emotional impact, relevance, and the user's ease of repetition.
The least obvious matching above is the linking of genotype with semantic meaning and phenotype with the particular wording. The reason for this choice is not what one might think, that genes transmit information, that they "code for" various traits, constitute "blueprints" that biochemcial processes "translate" or "read" to set the organism's physiology and behavior. It is hard to take this idea beyond a metaphor and explain how genetic causation is different in principle from environmental causation (41, 42) . Does a locale that is sparse in food "code for" an organism's small size?
The reason for matching genes with a list's semantic meaning is that genotype stabilizes the species over time. Offspring can differ from the form of their parents but the process is not a random walk. The gene mechanism maintains a correlation with long past generations so that successful adaptations are not forgotten. The semantic meaning of a folklist functions the same way. Users are free to put it in their own words, but accuracy requires them to maintain its semantic meaning, which links the current use to past credible uses and to the past events that supposedly make it veridical.
An important mechanism in people's willingness to reproduce a folklist is that they have seen it before. Others have used the list and this gives them confidence to repeat it themselves. This is like the survival benefits of herding but the details are different. Here other members of the herd contribute to survival by playing an auxiliary role in reproduction, like midwives.
Phenotypic Plasticity. Having matched the two domains, we can compare some biological and social mechanisms. Some lists have a structure that lets them change their form to fit a new environment. For example, the significance of the ordering of the school offenses is often unclear: perhaps they run from most to least important, or for all that is said their order may be arbitrary. In the latter case the user will not change the meaning by bringing some items to the top to make the list more effective in its context. When the School Discipline Lists first entered the mainstream in the mid-1980s, drug and alcohol abuse moved into first and second places, consistent with contemporary worries. In the early 1990s public concern shifted to youth violence, so US News and World Report put rape, robbery, and assault at the top (22, 43) and this version became prevalent. An irony is that as drugs were becoming less serious as a social problem, they were moving up the list. The list was telling people about each other's worries rather than reality.
The ambiguity around the meaning of the ordering allows users to omit items so as to streamline the list. In the early 1980s, the School Discipline Lists circulated among fundamentalists who saw current society as chaotic and thoroughly immoral, and had a modern-day set with 20 items, including "extortion," "venereal disease," "bombings," "absenteeism," and "arson." Their message was that modern offenses were not just worse but more numerous. However, the lengthy version took up too much space and was hard to retransmit. If the items had no meaningful order some could be dropped without dishonesty; a subset was a valid example of modern problems. The new offenses fell to 10 and then to 7, the length that now dominates.
The fact that a list is unordered involves its semantic meaning and so corresponds to its genotype, and the shortening tactic changes the meaning. It is as if the genes responded to the environment by mutating and producing a new species rather than a new phenotype. This is a point where the analogy does not quite fit. In general, there is an important difference between the two domains. Folklist mutations benefit from human intelligence about which changes will be helpful.
Some lists have another advantage: they permit readers to draw different and even opposite morals, depending on the niche. The lists are clearly relevant to a policy issue but do not commit themselves to a particular position on it. Does our history of frequent warfare mean we should build more weapons or work for disarmament? Cheney and Chomsky both used the Statistics of War to make their cases, as have military journals and peace movement newsletters. The School Discipline Lists are quoted by the left and right, because their only intrinsic message is that education is worth our concern. Beyond that, both sides can weave them into their arguments.
Boundaries and Self-Repair. The notion of an organism assumes the concept of identity. Each individual has a boundary and shows some stability over time. A theory with discrete individuals could not be used to study cumulus clouds or eddies in a fluid. The boundaries of biological organisms are skin, bark, leaf surface, cell walls, and so on. Similarly, the start and finish of a song or story are marked following certain conventions. Jokes often start, "this guy walks into a bar," and end with their punch lines; a fairy tale is signaled by "Once upon a time." It is also clear where a list starts and stops because it comprises parallel items. The list/background distinction can be emphasized by numbering the items or setting them out in a column. Naming a source, such as a historian or an institution, identifies the boundaries further; the list is what the expert is endorsing and the rest the elaboration by the current user.
To survive over time, organisms must repair themselves. When a DNA molecule is damaged, typically through chemical processes, UV light, or ionizing radiation, various mechanisms are triggered to restore it, preventing the cell's deterioration and possibly blocking malignant growth. For folklists the corresponding danger is shrinkage because of mistakes or deliberate omissions. Perhaps one user forgets items, or repeats only the most striking ones or those that support the current rhetorical point, so that without a countervailing mechanism the list would lose fitness. One such mechanism arises from its structure. The standard form of the School Discipline Lists is seven old versus seven new: two balanced sets. A user who forgets an item would be dissatisfied to quote seven against six and so might go back to the source. Self-repair sometimes keeps the DNA functioning but not in its original state. Folklist analogs are users who replace missing parts with their own different items. Amitai Etzioni had some unique school problems not found in other versions-"talking while standing in line" and "not putting chairs back under the desk" (44)-whereas Rush Limbaugh had "tardiness" (45) .
Another factor sustaining the length of the School Lists is the popularity of the number seven in the culture. There are Seven Deadly Sins, Seven Wonders of the World, and proverbially Seven Seas. Letting the count drop to six versus six would be less appealing. The structure of the Civilian Casualties List also dissuades repeaters from omitting items. To make its point the list must include major wars of the 20th century and enough of them to show a trend. Like the School Discipline Lists, the Cabbage Memo is a jeremiad lamenting past days, but with only one item in the modern category it lacks the numerical balance that would maintain the number of old items. Indeed, their number varies but if they become too few they can be restored by any user who grasps their concept. If the Gettysburg Address or Declaration of Independence has disappeared, one can tally the words in some other venerable, well-known text. Comparing the two examples quoted above, the Gettysburg Address was replaced by the Ten Commandments. Other versions included the Magna Carta and Pythagoras' Theorem.
Some users have added items to the Cabbage Memo List but apparently without counting the words. The two examples above disagree on the length of the Declaration of Independence, which has 300 words according to Walter Cronkite but 1,322 words according to Representative Tiahrt.
The Statistics of War List probes the rule. Over the decades the list has often broken up into single statistics, which persisted on their own. The reason is that each is worth retelling on its own. No one cares that the Lord's Prayer has exactly 56 words, but the numbers of years of peace, of treaties, of wars, and so forth, have innate interest. This situation gives users an incentive to keep them all in, and even if the list shrinks to a single member, that item still gets repeated.
Speciation. Evolution of a folklist requires a mechanism for differential selection and this presumes some variation in the items reproduced. Sources of variation have been users' simplifying or misunderstanding what they read, often because of translation between languages, or their reconstructing forgotten parts, or else deliberately modifying the content.
Many of the recent Civilian Casualty Lists trace back to one particular misunderstanding. A 1999 Swedish study (46) concluded that 90% of the casualties in current wars are civilians, but it defined "civilian casualties" broadly, including civilians "displaced" by the war. This unusual definition made their casualty number incomparable with a military one, because soldiers are generally "displaced" when they are ordered off to fight. The study's back cover repeated the 90% figure but dropped the special definition, so that readers interpreted "casualties" as simply deaths. The 90% number started to appear on the lists. Similarly, the claim that German was almost America's official language may have come from a misunderstanding. An 1813 German-language newspaper from Philadelphia reported a past proposal in Congress to publish all of the laws of the Union ("alle Gesetze der Union") in German (35) . Does "all" mean no laws would be in English or just that all of the English versions would be duplicated? Some readers might have taken the phrase to mean that German would have been the sole official language.
Another misunderstanding triggered new versions of the School Discipline Lists. A lengthy and very dire version appeared in the 1984 Presidential Biblical Scoreboard (47), a magazine rating legislators' voting records for their alignment with Biblical teaching. Harper's reproduced the Scoreboard's lists (48), but expressed skepticism about their validity. Evidently Harper's did not express their skepticism sufficiently plainly. Assistant editor Eric Etheridge commented afterward, "Many readers seemed to take that list literally . . . Perhaps we need to be more careful and think about that" (49). Harper's apparent endorsement was a crucial step in the list's move from the fundamentalist Christian community into the mainstream.
Another verbal misunderstanding produced a common version of the Statistics of War List. In 1954 Norman Cousins, editor of the Saturday Review, wrote a piece obviously inspired by a past version (50) . Cousins altered some numbers, invented more facts himself, and incorporated the whole set into a dramatic story:
The "facts" came from a new and advanced computer, Deciding Dan, programmed by a team of international scientists. After months of input and calculation, Dan announced that there had been 292 war-free years, 14,531 wars, 3.6 billion deaths, and so forth. The massive project was sponsored, mirabile dictu, by the Norwegian Academy of Sciences. In a technical breakthrough, Dan not only performed the arithmetic but advised the scientists how to prevent future wars: we must strengthen the United Nations. Cousins was not trying to trick his readers and labeled his story "fanciful." However, in 1960 a Rio di Janeiro newspaper translated the story into Portuguese. The US army mission in Brazil noticed the piece and translated it back into English for the Army's journal, Military Review. At some point the idea of "fanciful" disappeared. Perhaps someone was not clear on what the word meant in the other language. The Military Review published Cousins' numbers as factual (51) and they were repeated many times afterward (22) . The trip to Rio and back altered the list's "genotype," removing the claim that it was imaginary, which would have harmed its ability to reproduce.
One evolutionary dynamic is Ernst Mayr's "peripatric speciation," wherein a small group becomes physically separated from the larger population. Its small size increases the likely discrepancy of its genetic distribution from that of the larger group. The new environment and the separation allow a continuing selection for the difference, which otherwise would be drowned out by interbreeding, and the group diverges further. Should the group rejoin the main population the difference may persist. Peripatric speciation is an important mechanism as it spins off new species very quickly relative to evolutionary time (52) .
The mating element is absent in our domain but peripatric selection has a partial analogy. The School Discipline Lists made an early appearance in the environment of television. In 1987 correspondent Bernard Goldberg used them on the CBS Evening News, but to fit them on the screen he worded them more tersely (53) . Judging by Goldberg's version's prevalence later on, he had made a fitness improvement even for the environment of print media. The problem for a list on television, however, was its short lifespan. With only a brief appearance on the screen, how could it reproduce? Fortunately for the list, Goldberg had announced his report beforehand, and one viewer had a friend writing a book on the subject and a video recorder nearby. He sent the tape to the writer, who published the television version (22, 54) . The lists had gone from print to television and returned in a better form.
A further mechanism for change is a user's deliberate choice, possibly involving deception. This element was likely behind the claim that the cabbage regulation had an extraordinary 26,911 words. Another example was a 1995 advertisement by the Philip Morris tobacco company in the International Herald Tribune (55) announcing that "Pythagoras' Theorem contains 24 words/ Archimedes' Principle 67/ The Ten Commandments 179/ The American Declaration of independence 300/ And recent European legislation concerning when and where you can smoke 24,942." When European Union officials objected that they had no regulations on smoking, the advertisement's creators admitted that they had summed the individual laws of each country (56) . The word counts were totaled even when several laws were addressing the same behavior. The Philip Morris version has apparently had no offspring, nor have most others that were deliberate modifications. Natural selection seems to generate more successful folklists than intelligent design.
Predation. Political opponents of a list's message may come up with a coherent debunking. The debunking typically raises issues like those in the examples section, portraying the claim as meaningless, implausible or false, and possibly revealing its true origin. If policy lists are animals, debunkings are their predators.
